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Abstract:
Phytochromes are bimodal light switchable photosensors exist in plants, bacteria and fungi. Incorporating
bilin as their chromophore, most bacteriophytochromes (BphPs) function as two-component histidine kinase
affected by red/far-red light and regulate downstream physiological activities in the microorganism. The
study aims on the purification of Agrobacterium phytochrome Agp1whose phosphorylation activity in its
histidine kinase (HK) domain was recently found to be affected by the temperature. The purified proteins
Agp1 were assembled with biliverdin IXα (BV) and monitored by UV-vis spectroscopy with BV
incorporated DrBphP from Deinococcus radiodurans. Extinction coefficient spectra of “absolute” Pr and Pfr
state of Agp1 together with free BV were drawn. The UV spectra and difference spectra of Agp1 and
DrBphP were compared and band assignments were made. According to the evaluation of absorption
maximum (λmax) and extinction coefficiency (Ɛ), the near blue region band at 314-320 nm in the difference
spectra was assigned to tyrosine absorption. Further analysis of the band assignment and structure of Agp1
and DrBphP reveal that the 314-320 nm band is caused by the interaction of B ring propionate side chain of
incorporated chromophore BV with neighboring conserved Tyr216 and/or the D ring carbonyl group with
Tyr176 residues. The discovery was evidenced by the literature evaluation of the spectra of tyrosine mutants
from BphPs and Synechocystis sp. Cph1. Chromophore and tyrosine interaction as a possible signaling way
of BphPs was discussed based on the assignment.
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Abbreviations
Agp1

Agrobacterium phytochrome 1

AMS

Ammonium sulfate precipitation

BV

Biliverdin IXα

BphPs

Bacteriophytochromes

Cph1, Cph2

Cyanobacterial phytochrome 1 and 2

CBD

Chromophore binding domain, including PAS-GAF domain

DrBphP

Bacteriophytochrome from Deinococcus radiodurans

DHp

Dimerization-histidine phosphoacceptor

GAF

cGMP phosphodiesterase/adenylate cyclase/FhlA transcriptional activator

HK

Histidine kinase

NIR FPs

Near-infrared fluorescent proteins

MAS NMR

Magic angle spinning nuclear magnetic resonance spectroscopy

Phys

Plant phytochromes

PϕB

Phytochromobilin

PCB

Phycocyanobilin

PAS

Per-ARNT-Sim repeats

PHY

phytochrome – specific domain

RR

cognate response regulator of histidine kinase

UV –vis

Ultra-violet visible spectroscopy

λmax, min

Absorption maximum, absorption minimum

Ɛ

extinction coefficient
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Introduction

1.1 The discovery of Phytochromes
Phytochromes (Phys) are bimodal photoreceptors found in higher plants e.g. Arabidopsis
thalinia and prokaryotic bacteria. The phytochromes from bacteria were categorized into
separate classes: cynanophytochrome photoreceptors (CphPs) and bacteriophytochrome
photoreceptors (BphPs). Cyanobacterial phytochrome Cph1 from Synechocystis sp.
PCC6803 was discovered in 1997 (Hughes et al., 1997), following by the discovery of
PYP-phytochrome related Ppr in the photosynthetic bacterium Rhodospirillum and BphPs
in the nonphotosyntheic Deinococcus radiodurans and Pseudomonas aeruginosa in 1999
(Jiang et al., 1999; Davis et al., 1999). The chromophore of plant phytochromes is
phytochromobilin (PϕB), while bacterialphytochromes CphPs and BphPs are attached to
phycocyanobilin (PCB) and biliverdin IXα (BV), respectively (Vierstra and Zhang, 2011).
BphPs-like fungal phytochrome FphA from Aspergillus nidulans was found later attaches
by BV chromophore (Bayram et al., 2010). Phytochromes as photosensor and lightregulated kinase have an important role on the signal regulation and physiological function
on plants, bacteria and fungi. Interacting with downstream regulate receptors (RRs) such as
PHYTOCHROME-INTERACTING FACTOR negative regulators (PIFs), the plant Phys
regulate over seedlings, the development of chloroplast, circadian rhythms, leaf
development and shade avoidance, flowering time and so on (Vierstra and Zhang, 2011).
Phys in microorganism has been found to associating with sporulation, phototaxis and
pigmentation, to name a few (Burgie et al., 2014). The introduction focuses on the function
of crucial amino acids, secondary structure and motifs in the 3D structure of CphPs and
BphPs associating the cascading signal transduction, the activity of histidine kinase (HK)
domain and its related function in phys. The structure functional study of phys will be
discussed where varies methods were investigated such as mutational, biochemical
methods, spectroscopies, and computational science. For further references, the reader is
directed to several reviews e.g. Auldridge and Forest, 2011; Hughes, 2010; Rockwell and
Lagarias, 2010; Scheerer et al., 2010.
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1.2 General Structure of CphPs and BphPs
CphPs and BphPs are photosensory dimers composed by an input photosensory module
and an output module HK domain. The photosensory module is composed by
(Period/Arnt/Single-minded)

PAS

-

(signature

cGMP

phosphodiesterase/adenylyl

cyclase/FhlA) GAF - (phytochrome-specific) PHY domains, of which PAS-GAF domain
are chromophore binding domain (CBD). The chromophore bilins bind to CBD through a
vinyl chain between C3 of A pyrrole ring and a conserved cysteine in the PAS/GAF
domain. According to the light absorbing of bilins, the Phys were divided into two main
states where Pfr represents the far-red absorbing state and Pr represents the red-absorbing
state. The Pr ground state (Figure 1, A) of the chromophore absorbs red light and is
photoconverted to Pfr ground state (Figure 1, B) via several intermediate states. Pfr state
of chromophore returns to Pr state through far-red light illumination. Most phytochromes
adopt Pr state as their thermal stable (or relaxed) state while Pfr in opposition is called
photo-activated state. Phytochrome family that has Pfr as the thermal stable state is named
bathy phytochromes. Phytochromes return to thermal stable state from photo-activated
state through either photoconversion by red/far-red illumination or through dark reversion
by thermal back-isomerization of the chromophore.
The occupied mechanism of bilin photoisomerization between Pr and Pfr of phytochrome
can be listed as stepwise forward and reverse photoconversions (Song et al., 2013). The
stepwise photoisomerization intermediate states from Pr to Pfr were roughly divided into
Lumi-R and Meta-R where the C15=C16 rotation triggers the photoisomerization and the
chromophore bilins seem to go through deprotonation/reprotonation process, which is
followed consequently by the thermal syn , anti C14-C15 conformational relaxation to Pfr.
Driven by the D ring flip, there is highly possibility that a rotation of C4-C5 carbon bond
happens which tilts the A ring as it was supported by the NMR data (Rohmer et al., 2008).
The back photoisomerization adopts a different strategy (Rohmer et al., 2010), the
photoconversion intermediate states from Pfr to Pr was nevertheless named
correspondingly as Lumi-F and Meta-F. In Pfr state, the bilins is placed in a tensed shape
with a strengthened and elongated conjugation system comparing with that of Pr state
(Figure 1). It is fully protonated through the interaction with D207, H290, Y263 and water
(Figure 1, B). Initiating with isomerization of C15=C16 bond, the hydrogen bond of D ring
N24-D207 broke in Meta-F state which results in the fully relaxation of chromophore.
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Dark reversion was not fully understood due to the limits of the methodology.
Nevertheless, a recent research by RR and IR studies reveals a protonation related ketoenol tautomerism mechanism of chromophore bilins during the dark reversion in bathy
phytochromes (Velazquez et al., 2015).
Results from locked synthetic bilin researches in 2000s trigger a discussion among the
photoconversion mechanism that if the photoflip of A ring or D ring that cause the bilin
conformational change. In addition to the classical 180 ° of D-ring rotation through
C15=C16 methine bridge, an isomerization of C4=C5 bond has been indicated by locked
synthetic biliverdin derivatives in C15 methine (Inomata et al., 2009). The argument was
supported by a 3D solution module of GAF domain of SynCph1 from Synechococcus OSB’ published in Nature (Ulijasz et al., 2010)

which

proposes that the initiation of

signaling is triggered by the photoflip of A ring rather than D ring. Nevertheless, the article
was not able to prove that the photoconversion is caused by A ring, even though there may
be a tilt of A ring from Pr to Pfr. The reasoning is listed as follows. Firstly, an isolated
GAF/GAF domain is not strong enough to offer the evidence that the protein
conformational change related pyrrole ring rotation happens in A ring instead of D ring.
Not to mention, the solution structures of GAF domain as Pr versus Pfr were of subtle
difference. It is not surprising since the module is lack of PHY domain which plays a main
role in photoconversion of the chromophore through N24-D207-R472/S474 interactions
which was shown by crystal structure of DrBphP (Takala et al., 2014) and earlier
spectroscopies(Song et al., 2013). Secondly, a latest heteronuclear NMR study ruled out
the possibility of A ring flip on the same GAF module from Synechococcus OS-B’ by the
identification of 1H-15N heteronuclear correlation between nitrogen of A ring and hydrogen
which is non-covalently binds to B ring nitrogen(Song et al., 2014). Moreover, an earlier
study carries out by magic-angle spinning NMR (MAS NMR) (Rohmer et al., 2010)
supports an Pfr-Pr photoconversion mechanism based on the back rotation of D ring
through C15=C16 by proposing that the conformational change of the bilin chromophore is
associated with π conjugation system change which is triggered by the hydrogen network
rearrangement through D ring flip. Those articles give sound arguments that the main
rotation happens in D ring rather than A ring.
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Coupling with the photoconversion of the chromophore during Pfr  Pr states, two
signaling pathways are suggested by 1H-13C MAS NMR spectroscopy and autokinase
studies. Reports show that two signals were triggered in the opposite planes of the
chromophore pocket through the forming of Asp-207/Arg-472 salt bridge through
rearrangement of “tongue” structure in PHY domain and B-ring propionate swapping from
Arg222 to Arg254 in GAF domain (Song et al., 2011). Mutagenesis studies in plant phyB
challenges the assumption by a later study. Though salt bridge between the conserved
arginine and propionate side chain of B ring has been clearly shown in the crystal
structures of phytochrome in varies species, mutations from R322 and R352
(corresponding to R222 and R254 in Cph1) to alanine shows poorly compromise phyB
signaling (Zhang et al., 2013). The knowledge on the signaling through the phytochrome is
still quite poorly resolved, whether there exists other signaling ways remaining to be
discovered. Other amino acids near the chromophore can involve in the signaling. One of
the possible signaling is the interaction of amino acids through ring D carbonyl in the Pfr
state with nearby H-bonding donors e.g. Asp, Tyr and Ser (Rohmer et al., 2008).
Interestingly, a recent report in bathy phytochrome by RR and IR spectroscopic methods
reveals the protonation of D ring of the chromophore is associated with His277 in PaBphP
(His290 in DrBphP) during the thermal back-isomerization from Pr state (Velazques et al.,
2015). Coincidentally, T289H mutants of phytochrome P1 from S.aurantiaca which has
structural similarity with DrBphP and Agp1 restores Pfr absorption spectrum while its wild
type displays a Pr like spectrum after red light illumination (Björling et al., 2015 ). It
indicates, in another aspect, that His290 (in DrBphP) plays an important role in
maintaining Pfr state by probably regulating the barrier to the D ring rotation of the
chromophore.
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Figure 1 Hydrogen bond in chromophore binding domain. A, PCB-Cph1 at Pr state (PDB: 2VEA); B, PCBPaBphP at Pfr state, superimposed residue numbers follow Cph1. (modified based on mechanism revealed by
Thierry Rohmer et al., 2010)

1.3 Critical amino acids in PHY /GAF1 interface
A series of crucial amino acids is involved in the conformational changes of phytochrome.
Either by strong interaction, e.g. binding to cysteine, or through weak interactions such as
hydrogen bond with conserved amino acid/water, and electrostatic interaction steric control
of bilin conformation, the bilins is cradled in the chromophore binding domain. Those
amino acids in DrBphP are conserved His260, Asp207, Tyr263, His290 (Takala et al.,
2014). Other amino acids, which play important roles in the conformational change of the
phytochrome from Pr to Pfr state, are from the conserved motifs in PHY domain known as
“Tongue” region interacting with the GAF domain. Crystallographic data reveals that the α
–helix of “Tongue” region of PHY domain in Pfr state is refolded from the β-sheets in Pr
state. Previous studies proposed a toggle model of synCph2 relating the function of
conserved WGG, PRxSF, WxE motifs in PHY domain adjacent Bilin-GAF interface in the
formation of Pfr state(Anders et al., 2013). The Trp toggle model raised based on the
domain swap on GAF1/PHY interface was widely accepted. Figure 2 B,C show the model
of the potential Trp (WGG/WxE or HbxE ) motif swap in β sheet toward bilin-GAF1
interface coupling with the switch of PRxSF motif. According to the knowledge, sequence
alignment was made among 4 species. It shows that Trp (W451 numbered in DrBphP)
from WGG are conserved in all species, while in DrBphP the Trp from HbxE is replaced
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by Tyr. Accordingly, whether the coupled motif swap happens in DrBphP and other
species as which has been proposed in SynCph2 remains to be investigated.
A new model (Figure2 B.D) of hairpin/GAF1 domain interaction of DrBphP contrast to the
toggle model is proposed here which are illustrated by the crystal structure and mutant
analyses carried out recently (Burgie et al., 2014). Analysis on the series of UV spectra of
mutant amino residues leads to a detailed structure information which differs from the
“toggle” model. WGG motif indeed changes its relative position coupling the PRxSF motif
change during Pr to Pfr state. However, the motifs rearrangement is rather described as two
β sheets change to a long loop parallel the tensed helical spring in DrBphP than Trp swap
in relatively equal position. Substitution of G452 and R466 to glutamic acid leads to
identical Pfr absorption spectra in the study and both suppress the thermal reversion from
Pfr to Pr state. It may be contributed by their similar interaction to S468 so that the
interaction between S468 and D207 was changed to have great influence on Pfr relaxation.
Accordingly, G452 from WGG motif may neighbor the position where the R466 from
PRxSF motif is. Correspondingly, upstream W451 interacts with the PRxSF helix by its
relative close position. The position of W451 were possibly up moved for three amino
acids in Pfr state compared with that from Pr state. In the meanwhile, tyrosine (Y472) in
DrBphP which is aligned to Trp from HbxE is positioned in the end of the helix spring.
The mutant from Y472 to alanine does not lead to much change of the Pfr state, but greatly
accelerate the dark reversion. A possibility would be that though the helix were still
formed in the mutants, the returning to Pr state, in the other word, the destabilization of the
helix was greatly accelerated. Similar analysis was seen from mutant H467P from PRHSF
which is in the middle stream of the helix. Thus, instead of the domain swap “toggle”
model, a better explain for the movement of hairpin from Pr to Pfr state in DrBphP would
be a model where the up shifted W451 and ending-helix-position Y472 each interacts with
nearby amino acids to destabilize and stabilize the helix “ spring ” from Pfr to Pr state,
respectively. The consequential photoconversion of the chromophore cascading the
structural change of PHY domain hairpin can be described as the following. Firstly, with
the form of serine (S468) to aspartic acid (D207) hydrogen bond, a helix formed starting at
least from Proline from PRHSF motif. The forming of the helix leads to the up shift of the
hydrophobic W451 to a position nearby the serine (S468) and interacts with it. In the
meanwhile, the sealing of the helix extended to the Y472 whose phenolic group interacting
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with nearby amino acids which stabilize the helix position. The forming of helix leads to
the shortening of distance between E448 to upstream amino acids which compose PHY
domain. This Å scale change is then cascaded into nanoscale change by the opening
between sister PHY domains “Y” shape arms (Takala et al., 2014). The change has been
facilitated by the PRxSF motif switch happening in millisecond time scale which is a slow
conformational change. In addition, a conserved Pro from PRxSF motif in the tongue
region of PHY domain was found to be instrumental in forming Pfr state and it is
suggested to be in the first N-terminus turn of the switched α helix (Stojkovic et al., 2014).
A presumption of the Pro may accelerate the disassociation of α helix and initiate the
formation of Pr state is raised since hydrogen bond cannot be formed due to the rigid
nature of backbone Pro.

Figure 2 Sequence alignment and PHY domain hairpin conformational changes of DrBphP. A Sequence
alignment of PHY domain hairpin were made from DrBphP(PDB: 4O01), Cph1(PDB: 2VEA),
Agp1(GenBank: AAT99575.1) , PaBphP (PDB: 3NHQ). B.C Toggle model of Cph1 hairpin/GAF1
interaction at Pr and Pfr state from Katrin Anders et al. 2013. B.D Pr and Pfr state of “Tensed spring” model
of DrBphP is raised in this study according to the UV spectra of DrBphP mutants (Burgie et al., 2014).
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1.4 PHY domain and HK domain
The potential role of the PHY domain which connects upstream PAS-GAF domain and
downstream HK domain is widely investigated. Main roles of PHY domain that have been
studied are to stabilize dimerization interface and to stabilize the Pfr conformation.
The role of PHY as dimerization interface was challenged by recent study which shows the
dimerization of phytochrome is facilitated by GAF/GAF interface and HK domain rather
than PHY interface (Takala et al., 2015). Though previous study suggests the possible
PHY interface interaction through the opposite charged amino acids Glu and Arg in the
crystal structure of PaBphP (Yang et al., 2008), the recent mutagenesis study shows the
dispensable of PHY domain in DrBphP dimerization, in the meanwhile a fine role of
GAF/GAF and HK domain interface was found. According to the study, two possibilities
have been suggested of the observed PHY domain interface, one is that PHY domain is just
dispensable in stabilizing dimerization in some species of the whole phytochrome family
e.g. DrBphP, another is that the PHY interface of PaBphP is formed accidently through
force during the crystallization and therefore PHY domain didn’t necessarily dimerize the
monomers (Takala et al., 2015). In addition, the HK domain forming dimerization surface
is suggested to be associated to its autophosphorylation activity which happens in trans
direction (Lamparter et al., 1997). One case is that HK domain of Cph1 which is involved
in intersubunit trans-phosphorylation shows fundamental role on dimerization as it has
been revealed by mutagenesis and FRET methods (Otto et al., 2003).
Several previous studies on plant PhyB, Agp1, and DrBphP through varies methods has
shown importance of PHY domain in Pfr stabilization. As it has been mentioned above,
critical motifs such as WGG, WxE, PRxSF in PHY domain serves important role in the
forming of Pr to Pfr state. Spectroscopic studies show that the presence of PHY domain is
essential for the completion of Pfr spectral characteristic in Agp1 (Noack et al, 2007) and
DrBphP (Wagner et al., 2008; Takala et al.,2014). Phylogenetic and biochemical studies
shows number of amino acids in PHY domain are important for the unique spectral
properties of Phys at Pfr state (Karniol et al., 2005; Piwowarski et al., 2010).
In the C terminal of phytochrome module, the HK domain was connected to the PHY
domain through long helixes (α1s and α2s) where the α1 helixes forming two DHps
domain containing phosphorylatable conserved histidines (Casino et al., 2014). According
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to the two possible interfaces of the DHps, the bioactive state can be divided into Pfr and
Pfr’. The Pfr’ state was revealed when the structure was docked onto the SPEM (single
particle EM) model, in which a separation of HK domain was proposed (Burgie et al.,
2014). In addition, the fact that HK interface breaks through red illumination revealed by
Size Exclusion Chromatography (SEC) method gave another support for the forming of
Pfr’ state (Takala et al., 2015). Interestingly, to the level of chromophore, recent
Resonance Raman spectroscopy study reveals a structural heterogeneity of chomophore in
Pfr ( Pfr-I and Pfr-II) in plant and cyanobacterial phytochromes, and the structural
difference of the two sub-states is related to different hydrogen bonding interaction of ring
D as it is supported by time-resolved IR spectroscopy (Velazquez et al., 2015).
Several studies suggested that the photosignaling and temperature signaling may play
antagonizing role in phytochrome signaling transductions, thus co-regulate the downstream
Regulate Responsor (RR) protein. In two-component regulatory system, RR protein serves
a role of receiving the phosphate from the autophosphorylated histidine kinase domain of
phytochrome, and exhibit phosphotransferase activity by dephosphorylation. For example,
in Cph1, phosphotransfered Rcp1 transfer phosphate to another regulatory molecule
through dephosphorylation. In DrBphP, BphR serves the similar function. In plant, RR
protein are PIFs which are families of basic helix-loop-helix (bHLH) transfactors
interacting with light activated phyB in regulating plant shade avoidance by their
accumulation level (Lorrain et al., 2008). PIF4 and PIF5 have been shown to be central
elements which adopt an active phytochrome binding (APB) domain whose
phosphorylation upon the binding of phyB leads to the degradation of the transcription
factors and thus inhibit shade avoidance. In another word, the maintaining of high level of
transcription factors PIF4 and PIF5 promotes the shade avoidance.Though, the temperature
regulation has been suggested to have an indirect effect on the phytochrome-directed RR
phosphorylation, study shows that PIF4 accumulates in the warm (Foreman et al., 2011).
Recent studies in Agp1 and Cph1 show that in addition as a photosensor, the phytochrome
can serve as a thermosensor through HK domain (Njimona and Lamparter, 2011; Njimona
et al., 2014). Through autophosphorylation assay and UV/vis spectroscopic analysis, the
temperature effect was shown on the phosphorylation/kinase activity of HK domain of the
phytochrome. With the temperature recending, the autophosphorylation activity of HK
reaches high level and then fall down. In line with the autophosphorylation change of HK
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domain, spectral property of Cph1 associated the temperature effect with the chromophore
PCB through HK domain truncated species and full length Cph1 which indicates the
connection between kinase activity of HK domain and upstream chromophore.

1.5 Two-component signaling system: BphPs as histidine kinase
CphP and BphP families are histidine kinase from which the phosphoryl group were
transferred to aspartate residues of RR protein (Rockwell et al., 2009). The hypothesis of
phytochrome as light-regulated enzyme has been proposed long ago in 1960s (Borthwick
and Hendricks, 1960), and in the late 1990s, with the discovery of Cph1 and
Rcp1(response regulator for Cph1), Phys has been further implicated to involving in the
initial step of light signaling cascading through protein phosphorylation and
dephosphorylation (Yeh et al., 1997) . Sequence homology of DrBphP with closely related
Cph1 and other Phys together with mutagenesis analysis proposed that DrBphP as a
histidine kinase interacting with downstream BphR (resembling Rcp1) and together with
target genes regulate pigment synthesis of carotenoid deinoxanthin (Davis et al., 1999).
However, the direct autophosphorylation assays haven’t been succeeded in detecting
DrBphP kinase activity (Li et al., 2010), even though previous study suggests that the
BphPs from Pseudomonas aeruginosa and Deinococcus radiodurans are phytochromic
histidine kinases by autophosphorylation assays showing transfer of the phosphate from
PaBphP to

DrBphR (Bhoo et al., 2001). Interestingly, studies also suggest that

phosphorylation-dephosphorylation of Cph1 was regulated by Pr abundance, while that of
BphPs was in Pfr state.
A model (Figure 3) for DrBphP function as histidine kinase is raised here based on the
present knowledge carried out by autophosphorylation assays together with the proposed
two Pfr sub-states which are revealed by SPEM and SEC technique as it has been
mentioned above. Due to the hypothesis that Histidine kinase function as a trans signaling
mechanism in BphPs (Davis et al., 1999; Casino et al., 2014), it is possible to say that the
opening of HK domain of Pfr’(Pfr*) indicating an autophosphorylated phytochrome with
the phosphoryl group of ATP transferred to the conserved histidine in DHp helixes. It was
then followed by phosphotransfer to downstream RR protein, e.g. DrBphR, coupling the
signal cascading.
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Zoom into the structural heterogeneity of chromophore which has been revealed by RR
and time-resolved IR (Velazquez et al., 2015), one could make a connection that if the PfrI and Pfr-II sub-states of the chromophore is associated with the global phytochrome
structure sub-states in Pfr (Pfr and Pfr’). It would be interesting to further investigate if the
sub-states of chromophore can be matched into the Pfr/Pfr’ conformations of phytochrome,
and to prove the model for the autophosphorylation. Connecting the temperature effect on
the Agp1 and Cph1 protein and the photoconversion hypothesis which revealed by varies
spectroscopic researches, one would deduce that temperature regulates the level of
histidine kinase activities while light affects the histidine kinase through the
conformational change of the chromophore coupling with the structural change of the
phytochrome.

Figure 3 Model for Deinococcus radiodurans phytochrome as two-component histidine kinase action. (
Image modified from Burgie et al., 2014 based on model from Yeh et al., 1997)

1.6 Agrobacterium tumefaciens phytochrome (Agp1) characterization
Agrobacterium tumefaciens belong to the category of Gram-negative soil bacterium which
can transform tumor-inducing genes into plants and cause crown gall disease in many
species of eudicots. In Agp1, chromophore BV is covalently attached with the conserved
Cys20 within GAF domain through ring A vinyl side chain (Lamparter et al., 2003;
Lamparter et al., 2004). Sterically synthesis enables a C15=C16 E configuration and a
C14-C15 anti conformation （15Ea） bilin derivative that were locked in Pfr state. Thus,
the absolute Pfr state of chromophore which is separated from Pr/Pfr cycles can be directly
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studied in darkness without considering the light effect (Inomata et al., 2005). Later
synthetic study shows that covalent bond is dispensable between Cys20 and C3 of the
chromophore A ring during incorporation. Double lock bilin derivative shows high
possibility that Agp1 adopts 5Za stereochemistry instead of commonly considered 5Zs
conformation. However, it should also be acknowledged that the photoconversion is
initiated by C15=C16 isomerization driven by red light as it has been mentioned above and
then followed by C5 methine bridge changes through chromophore protein interactions.
Even though most phytochromes go through bathochromic shift upon Pr to Pfr
photoconversion, different species shows significant varieties in stereochemistry of
chromophores in ground state and excited state (Inomata et al., 2009). Currently, there are
no available crystal structure of full length Agp1, though it has been widely researched by
various biochemical methods including site-direct mutagenesis, limited proteolysis, size
exclusion chromatography, autophosphorylation assays, et al. Spectroscopic research
shows that the photoreversion from Pfr to Pr state of Agp1 is combining with rapid dark
reversion (Lamparter et al., 2002). Limited proteolysis reveals the exposing of part of
PHY domain during the Pr to Pfr photoconversion (Noack et al., 2007) as well as that the
hinge region between the CBD and HK domain becomes exposed in the Pfr form of Agp1
and Cph1 (Esteban et al., 2005). Agp1-V249C incorporating PΦB which was analyzed by
Resonance Raman spectroscopy shows high- and low- frequency of the (hydrogen out-ofplane) HOOP mode in Pfr state. Van’t hoff plot of HOOP modes of Pfr ( RHOOP , high- to
low- frequency ) as a function of temperature was made to decide a reaction enthalpy of
3.6 kJ.M-1 of the transition from Pfr-I to Pfr-II state (Velazquez et al., 2015), while an
earlier van’t hoff plot from WT Agp1_BV reveals an enthalpy of 6.7 kJ.M-1 from the
opposite direction (Salewski et al., 2013). Nevertheless, both studies reveal that the two
Pfr substates of the chromphore in Agp1 are related to heat change.

1.7 Engineered phytochrome: NIR FPs
Near-infrared fluorescent proteins (NIR FPs) are engineered BphP-derived GFP-like
proteins which incorporate endogenous biliverdin chromophore. It is applied in NIR
imaging of different cell types, tissues and animal models in non-invasive in vivo research
(Shcherbakova et al., 2013). A Recent reported reveals the fluorescence origin of
engineered BphPs phytofluor IFP1.4 , Wi-Phy and iRFP through mutation of Asp207 to
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His by utilizing the knowledge that D207 function as a proton sink during photoconversion
(Bhattacharya et al., 2014).
All in all, a close look into amino acids in the phytochrome structure facilitate the
understanding of signal transduction of the phytochrome, structure and functional
relationship as well as in applying engineered BphPs as biomarker at in vivo imaging.

1.8 Principle of UV-vis spectroscopy
Though UV spectroscopy is utilized as a general tool of measuring the concentration of
biology sample, in analytical chemistry, it plays more fundamental role in deciding the
functional chemical compounds. The study focus on the elaborating analysis of the
biomacromolecules where the assignments of a new identified absorption band was based
on.

Hence, it is of importance to illustrate the mechanics of the Ultraviolet-visible

spectrophotometer. The principle of UV-vis spectroscopy can be shortly described as the
absorption (A) characteristic of a molecule were caused by molecular electronic transitions
from ground states to excited states through absorbing photon of monochromic light in
certain wavelengths. The monochromic light is generated from the Deuterium and
Tungsten lamp and passed by filters. It was obtained by detector which reads the
transmittance light (T) passed through the sample and converting to A. Lambert-Beer
equation 𝐴 = − log 𝑇 = Ɛcl enables the obtainment of the concentration (c) of the sample
molecules if the A and molar absorptivity (Ɛ) and the fixed pass length (l) are known.
Molecules absorb light at separated wavelengths with different functional groups or with
same group but different conformation. The absorption peaks are called absorption
maximum (λmax) which is of various absorption intensity, and thus gives their own
characteristics. The structure information, consequently, can be deduced by the analysis of
λmax and Ɛ parameters. Though the two parameters are the intrinsic properties of the
molecules, some facts can cause the variation of the values e.g. the different spatial
arrangement of the same molecule, or change of electron density. For example, the
elongation of the conjugation system can lead to the red shift of the spectra caused by the
spatial arrangement of the chromophore. The enhanced interaction between the electron
lone pair e.g. oxygen of the carbonyl group with its neighbor π electron can lead to longer
wavelengths of the absorption band and a higher intensity. Moreover, solvent effect is also
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an important factor of the band analysis. The polarity and pH of solvent can cause variation
of the parameters λmax and Ɛ due to the change of the energy gap which was caused by its
interaction with the molecule.
Distortion of the spectra may result from random error for the T value coming from the
instrument, chemical effect and light effect (Sun et al., 2003). As it has be described
above, the chemical effect mainly comes from the interaction between the molecule and
the solvent, e.g. different pH values alters the absorption by protonation or deprotonation
of the functional groups. Moreover, different concentration of the sample molecules may
alter the interaction with solvent due to their different viscosity, dissociation and thus lead
to the spectral change. Light effect mainly comes from non-monochromic light, the stray
light, light scattering and light reflection. Random error of the measurement of T (∆T) is
from the noise of the instrument. Dark noise is independent of light which results from the
elements of the working instrument determining the optimal of observed A value ranging
from 0.2 -0.7. Another noise called signal shot noise depends on the quality of the
photosensitive element which can be neglected, for ∆T value is low during the
measurement of relative low absorption area e.g. A < 1.2.
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2

Aim of the Study

Hypothesis in the 1990s suggests a model that on/off switch of histidine kinase was
associating with the photoswitching between two light absorbing states Pr and Pfr (Hughes
et al., 1997). Recently, temperature effect on phosphorylation activities of Agp1 and Cph1
have been discovered through spectroscopic methods and autophosphorylation assay
(Njimona and Lamparter, 2011; Njimona et al., 2014). On one hand, though the crystal
structure of CBD-PHY from DrBphP in Pr and Pfr state has been resolved, the kinase
activity of HK domain remains poorly understood. On the other hand, plenty of
biochemistry studies have shown the intriguing characteristics of Agp1 and yet the crystal
structure of full length Agp1 is to be solved. Meanwhile, efforts at structural studies have
seen a progress of understanding about the photosensory unit of the bimodal
phytochromes. The question remains to what is the function of crucial amino acids that are
involved in the signaling and how the light signal was transduced to the HK domain.
Moreover, how the temperature regulates the kinase activity is worthy to be further
investigated. The aim of the study is to purify the Agp1 through two strategies and
investigate into the spectral properties of Agp1 and DrBphP. Assign the newly identified
near-blue region band at 314 -320 nm in Pfr state and associate it with possible absorption
mechanism. Discuss the role of the related amino residues which was assigned by the
newly identified near-blue region absorption band.
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3

Materials and Methods

3.1 Agp1 expression
Escherichia coli XL1-blue Cells with expression vector pQE12 (Qiagen) encoding full
length Agp1 were used to express the Agrobacterium Phytochrome Agp1. 4 L LuriaBertani medium with the final concentration of ampicillin and tetracycline of 0.3 µM were
used to grow the XL1-blue cells at 37 °C until the optical density at 600 nm (OD600) of
the cells reaches 0.6. 50 µM of isopropyl-l-thiol- beta –D-galactopyraoside ( IPTG) were
used to induce the expression of Agp1 in XL1-blue cells, and the cells were incubated at
shaker (Excella E25 Incubator Series, New Brunswick Scientific) at 18 °C for 40 hours
until the OD600 reaches 2.0 (monitored by Ultrospec 10 cell density meter). The cultured
cells were collected with 4 x 1000 ml bottles and centrifuged (Sorvall RC6+ centrifuge,
ThermoScientific) with rotor F9S-4 x 1000Y at 5,000 rpm for 10 minutes at 4 °C. The
pellets were collected with 80 ml extraction buffer (300 mM NaCl, 50 mM Tris, 5 mM
EDTA, pH 7.8), flash frozen and stored at -80 °C.

3.2 Agp1 Purification
The XL1-blue cells were lysed with 60 ml Extraction buffer by homogenizer (EmulsiFlexC3, AVESTIN) with four passes at 20000 psi, and freshly added 10 mM DTT. 4 collecting
tubes of the lysed cells were collected and centrifuged (Sorvall RC6+, ThermoScientific)
with rotor F21S-8x50Y at 20,000 rpm at 4 °C for 30 minutes. The supernatants were
collected and precipitated overnight at 4 °C with 50 % of ammonium sulfate solution. The
pellets were resuspended with binding buffer (150 mM NaCl, 50 mM Tris/ HCl, 5 mM
Imidazole, pH7.8). The sample was loaded on to the Histrap FF crude 5 ml column (GE
Healthcare Life Sciences) packed with ÄKTA prime instrument with 5 ml syringe (BD
PlastipakTM). Two runs of affinity chromatography were performed and each run was
loaded with 25 ml sample whose concentration is of ~40 mg/ml. The column was prebalanced with 5 × CV (column volume) of binding buffer, followed by 5 × CV of Elution
buffer, and 10 × CV of binding buffer. After the sample loading, the column was washed
with 20 × CV of binding buffer at flowrate of 2 ml/ min until the UV absorption at 280 nm
(A280) of the loaded sample reached < 0.01 before the elution step starts. The column was
then eluted with elution buffer (300 mM NaCl, 50 mM Tris/ HCl, 250 mM Imidazole, pH
7.8) with gradient elution at 2 ml/min flowrate for 50 ml. The gradient elution setting of
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the first run was at 0 % -100 % of elution buffer while for the second run it was at 60 % 100 %. Fractions of both runs were collected and the Nanodrop® ND – 1000
spectrophotometer was utilized to measure the concentration of the fractions. SDS-PAGE
gels were run for the fractions collected where the concentration of each sample varies
from 0.3-1.0 mg/ml. The fractions of run1 were precipitated with 50 % of Ammonium
sulfate precipitation (AMS) and resuspended with extraction buffer (300 mM NaCl, 50
mM Tris/HCl, 5 mM EDTA, pH7.8 ). Supernatant and pellet sample of AMS were taken
for SDS-PAGE with the concentration of 0.14 mg/ml and 2.3 mg/ml, respectively. The
fraction collected from the sharp peak from run2 was concentrated to 3.81 mg/ml. Then the
protein sample were loaded with injection volume of 3.4 ml to valve of ÄKTA utilizing
HiLoadTM 26/600 SuperdexTM prep grade (pg) prepacked column to perform Size
Exclusion Chromatography (SEC) in final buffer of 30 mM Tris/HCl, pH8.0. Fractions of
2 ml were collected. SDS-PAGE gels of the SEC fractions were run by directly loading
the fraction (0.2-0.35 mg/ml) combining 2 × loading buffer in each well in a ratio of 1:1 to
20 µl, run and imaged by Bio-Rad system. The samples were of 3-4 mg/ml concentrated
with Ultra 15 mL Filters ( Amicon®, Millipore) by centrifugation (Megafuge 1.0R,
Heraeus) at 4800 rpm , 4 °C, flash frozen by liquid nitrogen and stored at – 80 °C.

3.3 Biliverdin assembling and Protein filteration
Biliverdin (Frontier Scientific) were solved in buffer (50 mM Tris, pH7,8) , pipetting
gently until the solution was mixed thoroughly. Then the Biliverdin sample was
centrifuged (Biofuge pico, Heraeus) at 13,000 × g for 2 minutes. Upper solution was taken
and the concentration of solved biliverdin is 954 μM measured by the Nanodrop® ND1000 spectrophotometer (FINNZYMES) with Ɛ at 658 nm of 15728 M-1cm-1 derived from
biliverdin dimethyl ester (Prahl, 2012). Afterwards, biliverdin solution was added to
thawed Agp1 protein to make up three-fold of Biliverdin to Agp1 protein solution (135
μΜ: 46 μΜ). The sample was incubated at darkness for 2 hours in room temperature. The
Nanodrop® ND-1000 was monitored and spectrum shows the completion of the assembly.
The biliverdin assembled Agp1 sample were then filtered by 10K Amicon® Ultra-0,5
Centrifugal filter Device by centrifugation (MicroCL 17 centrifuge, ThermoScientific) at
14,000 × g, +4 °C for several times until the flowthrough become thoroughly clear. Each
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time of centrifugation were performed for 3 minutes. Filtered BV-Agp1 sample were kept
in dark tubes.

3.4 UV-vis spectroscopy
Three sets of samples were measured with UV-vis spectroscopy. Agp1 purified by AMSaffinity chromatography-SEC strategy solved in 30 mM Tris/HCl, pH 8.0. Agp1 purified
by AMS-affinity chromatography-AMS strategy solved in solvent 50 mM Tris/HCl, 300
mM NaCl, 5 mM EDTA, pH 7.8. DrBphP (FLWT_13) sample purified previously solved
in 30 mM Tris/HCl, pH8.0. Steady state absorption spectroscopy was carried out by
Lambda850 spectrophotometer (PerkinElmer®) with a data interval of 1 nm and a band
pass of 2 nm. Measurements were taken with 1 ml samples in a 1.5 ml UV cuvette semimicro (Brand®) with the path length of 10 mm and wavelength range of 230 nm to 900 nm.
For all of the absorption measurement, the cuvette containing background solution (e.g. 30
mM Tris, pH8.0) was used as a reference. For photoconversion measurements, the samples
were irradiated directly in the photometer at darkness with light-emitting diodes. Pr ( redlight absorbing form) of the Agp1 were reached by irradiated with 785 nm far-red light for
15 minutes at room temperature , while Pfr (far red-light absorbing form) were reached by
irradiation of 655 nm wavelength light in the same manner, and D stands for sample taken
from darkness. For the total measurement, a scheme of D Pr1Pfr1Pr2Pfr2 Pr3
Pfr3 were formed.

3.5 Bioinformatics
The molar weight and extinction coefficient (Ɛ) value of Agp1 and DrBphP was obtained
by the open resources Expasy ProtParam tool. Ɛ used in the study is from Cys residues
reduced estimation. The amino acid sequences was downloaded from Pubmed Protein bank
(http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/protein/?term=). The crystal structure information was from
RCSB Protein Data Bank (http://www.rcsb.org/pdb/home/home.do). The crystal structures
were viewed and the snapshots were taken by Bodil 3D viewer. The sequence alignments
were made by the default setting of Bodil alignment editor. The detailed information was
listed in the results.
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4

Results

4.1 Agp1 expression and purification
The XL1-Blue cell was cultured to express the recombinant (His)6-tagged Agp1 protein
expressed by IPTG induction and purified by firstly 50% of AMS precipitation and
followed by Nickel-affinity chromatography and SEC. SDS-PAGE gel (Figure 4 left)
shows the results of protein expression bands before the IPTG induction and after IPTG
induction to the cultured cells. A band in AF_ID which is between 95 kDa and 72 kDa
shows high intensity, while the BF_ID band in the same position is relatively vague. The
band is in a position of 83 kDa pointing to the molar weight of monomer Agp1. The results
tell that the IPTG can well induce a high yield targeted Agp1 protein production. Gel of
AMS precipitation (Figure 4 right) shows the monomer Agp1 protein band in 83 kDa
position (L1) separated from other proteins bands (L2). The result shows 50% of AMS is
able to precipitate the targeted protein from other background protein.

Figure 4 SDS-PAGE gel of Agp1 production and prepurification. Left: AF_ID, After the IPTG induction
BF_ID, Before IPTG induction. Right, L1, Resuspended pellet of 50% AMS precipitation. L2, supernatant
of 50% AMS precipitation.

Affinity chromatogram Figure 5 shows a clear peak in elution step from the position which
the concentration of imidazole was set at 162.5 mM (calculated from 65% of 250 mM
imidazole). Comparing with the chromatogram of run1 (Appendix I) which the elution
setting starts from 0% of Binding buffer, the high concentration start point contributes to a
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sharper peak. Literature (Njimona and Lamparter, 2011) shows that a long washing step is
required to wash away the unspecific bound protein. The long process of washing step is
achieved by running 20 × CV of binding buffer until the UV absorbance is less than 0.01.

Figure 5 Affinity Chromatogram of Agp1. Elution setting: 60% -100% of B buffer. Both elution length is 50
ml, flowrate 2 ml/min. Starting point of Elution: A280 < 0.01 (20 × CV of wash buffer run before elution)
Blue curve: UV absorption at 280 nm ; Green curve: Concentration of buffer B.

Proteins purified by HisTrapTM FF crude Ni-NTA column are protein oligomers which
containing exposed two or more than two histidines. In this case, the purified sample may
contain oligomer, dimer or monomer Agp1 apoproteins or coeluted proteins containing
histidines. To separate the oligomer proteins, size exclusion chromatography was utilized.
Molecules that went through the column were separated by their relative molar weights
within 10 kDa and 600 kDa which are decided by the capacity of the HiLoad 26/600
Superdex 200 pg prepacked column. The standard curve was drawn of standard proteins as
a reference to decide the size of the protein as it is shown in Figure 6. Figure 7 shows
elution plot of SEC, four peaks were identified at position 116 ml, 134 ml, 150 ml and 232
ml, corresponding to the molar weights of 863 kDa, 461 kDa, 264 kDa, ~ 15.2 kDa (Table
1). The result peak with retention volume at 150 ml is regarded as dimmer although the
molar weight is of a trimeric Agp1 with the monomer molar weight of 83 kDa. Previous
SEC study on DrBphP applies assignment to the dimeric phytochrome with the similar
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elution point (Takala et al., 2014). SDS-PAGE gel (Figure 8) shows relatively clear bands
at 83 kDa from fractions 23 and 26 which verify the purity of Agp1 product eluted from
SEC.

Figure 6 Standard curve of Size exclusion chromatography (SEC). Markers: Thyroglobulin 670 000 Da; γglobulin 158 000 Da; Ovalbumin 44 000 Da; Myoglobin 17 000 Da; VitaminB12 1350 Da.
Table 1 Molar weight of the eluted fractions calculated from standard curve.

Protein Fractions
6 – 13
14 – 21
22 – 30

63-69

Mw (Da)
862610
460967
264097
15205

LogMw
5.9358144
5.6636706
5.421765
4.1819988

Retention Volume(ml)
116
134
150
232
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Figure 7 Chromatogram of Size Exclusion Chromatography. Fractions 6 – 13, 14 – 21, 22 – 30, 31 – 35, 36
– 39, 40 – 47, 47 – 54 were collected. Blue curve: A280

Figure 8 SDS-PAGE of SEC fractions. The fractions were taken directly from the collection tubes.
Numbers represents the fraction. Agp1_1 and Agp1_2 are previous purified protein used references. M
prestained protein ladder.
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4.2 UV-vis spectroscopic measurements
4.2.1 Spectra of Agp1 and DrBphP
The dimer Agp1 protein was shown to be assembled with biliverdin monitored by the UVvis spectrometer after 2-hours incubation under dark at room temperature. The illumination
condition for both protein sample Agp1 and DrBphP was shown in Figure 9. As each
illumination period takes 15 minutes, total measurement time for one sample is 1.5 hour.

Figure 9 Experiment setting for UV spectroscopy in reaching Pr and Pfr states for sample Agp1 and
DrBphP.

The UV-vis spectra of full length Agp1 and DrBphP light are shown in Figure 10. Pr state
spectrum was reached by irradiating with 785 nm far-red light and that of photoequilibrium
state by irradiating with 655 nm red light. Photoequilibrium state is a combination of Pr
and Pfr state where the Pfr weighs more that Pr state, so that it is also called Pfr state.
According to the Beer-Lambert law, the concentrations of both proteins were controlled
between 2-2.5 µM which were evaluated by the A280 utilizing the extinction coefficient (Ɛ)
of 99810 M-1cm-1 for Agp1 and 94880 M-1cm-1 for DrBphP. The absorption maxima of the
UV spectra and bands from the absorption difference spectra of Pr - Pfr were shown in
Table 2. The spectral properties of Agp1 at Pr and Pfr states are in agreement with those of
previous studies at maximum peaks 702 nm and 749 nm, respectively (Karniol and
Vierstra, 2003). These bands are called Q bands. The Q bands of DrBphP at Pr and Pfr
states are 702 nm and 751 nm which are slight shifted comparing with literature
experimental values at 698 nm and 750 nm, respectively (Bhoo et al., 2001). The spectral
property of DrBphP at Pr state shows highly similarity with those of previous study, while
in photoequlibrium state the Pfr population is relatively low when the A750/A700 (1.02) is
compared with that from Bhoo’s study.
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The difference spectra were normalized at 280 nm at each Pr and Pfr spectra and then
subtracted as Pr-Pfr. The difference spectra of Agp1 and DrBphP show absorption maxima
(λmax) in different wavelengths at soret band region but an agreement in Q absorption
(Figure 10 C,D). Soret band is also called B band and rise in 350 – 450 nm (Figure 10 C).
B bands of both proteins have the same intensity at Pr (λB(max)), however, the stronger
intensity of DrBphP than Agp1 at Pfr (λB(min)). λB(max,min) of DrBphP are blue shifted than
those of Agp1. In addition, DrBphP shows stronger absorption intensity of Q bands in both
states than those of Agp1.

Figure 10 UV absorption and difference spectra of Agp1 and DrBphP. A. 3 times ( No.1-3) measured
spectra of 2,42 µM of Agp1 at Pr and Pfr state; B. 3 times measured spectra of 2,09 µM of DrBphP at Pr and
Pfr state; C, D. Normalized difference spectra ( Pr- Pfr) of Agp1 and DrBphP. Black arrow identified band
that arise at Pfr state in the near blue region.
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Table 2 Absorption maximum & minimum of UV –vis spectra and difference spectra for Agp1 and DrBphP.

Abs.
Abs.Diff.

Pr λmax
Pfr λmax
λmax
λmin

Agp1

DrBphP

391 nm,
702 nm
409 nm,
749 nm
383-385 nm, 642 nm, 701 nm
318-320 nm, 423-425 nm, 752-753 nm

394 nm,
702 nm
406 nm,
751nm
375-377 nm, 644-645 nm,700 nm
314-317 nm, 423 nm, 755-757 nm

4.2.2 The near blue region band
At 314 nm – 320 nm wavelength, both Agp1 and DrBphP show absorption minima by Pr –
Pfr difference spectra (Figure 10 C). To further investigate the absorption minimum at
314-320 nm region which appears both in Agp1 and DrBphP, the normalized Pfr-Pr
spectra at different protein concentration were made (Figure 11). For 2 and 5 µM of
Agp1(Figure 11 A) , the Pfr-Pr normalized absorption curve are well overlapped with each
other. For 1 and 2 µM of DrBphP(Figure 11 B), normalized curve show some degree of
overlapping. For Agp1, the absorption maximum is at 319 ± 1 nm while those are between
314-317 nm for DrBphP. The overlapping spectra show this absorption peak appears at Pfr
state is consistent in the different concentration of proteins. The near blue region curve at
314-320 nm in both proteins indicates that the absorption maximum has the features of an
absorption band which arises from some functional group.
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Figure 11 Normalized UV difference (=Pfr-Pr) spectra of Agp1 and DrBphP at region 300 – 350 nm. .
Number 1-3 after ∆P represent three times measurements which are shown in solid, dotted, dashed and
dotted lines.

4.2.3 Effects on UV-vis spectra
Figure 12 A, B shows the UV-vis spectra of 5 µM BV-Agp1 in Pr and Pfr state. Though
the intensity of the absorbance decreased during the process of illumination, the absorption
maximum at Pr state is consistent with those of 2 µM at 702 nm and between single
measurements. In Pfr state, however, the absorption maxima at 749 nm are less consistency
in intensity during each measurement. And there were slightly blue shift in B band and Q
band region comparing with low concentration. Absorption difference spectra of Pr-Pfr
were shown in Figure 12 C, D. The main absorption minima are at 320 nm, 423 – 424 nm
and 753 nm and have consistent value for each measurement. The absorption maxima are
at 288 nm, 381 – 383 nm, 643 nm and 701 nm with a slightly low intensity at 383 nm of
“Pr2-Pfr2” comparing with the other measurements. The difference spectra are highly
overlapped in chromophore absorption region.The Pr and Pfr spectra in two concentrations
2 µM and 5 µM show the well assembled BV-Agp1 and a consistent spectral property
(Figure 10 and Figure 12). Overall, the normalized difference spectra of 2 µM and 5 µM
shows highly consistency indicating a proper time and light setting to get desirable spectra,
though the single spectrum varies.
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Figure 12 UV spectra of 4,75 μM Agp1 assembled with biliverdin at Pr and Pfr states. Number 1-3
measurements were represented by solid, dashed and dotted, dotted lines.

The UV-vis spectrum of BV-Agp1 purified by AMS-affinity chromatography-AMS
strategy is shown in Figure 13 A and the difference spectra (B, C, D) are shown in
separated spectral regions. The UV-vis spectra from Pr and Pfr sate shows an overlap at
short wavelengths. The intensities of B bands are significantly higher than those of Q
bands. Though photoconversion occurs (Figure 13 A), the spectra poorly resemble the
typical Agp1 spectra. Nevertheless, the characteristics of assembled BV - Agp1 were
observed by subtracted Pfr spectrum from Pr spectrum. The λmin occurs at 324 – 330 nm
(Figure 13, B) is before the B bands of the Pr-Pfr difference spectrum. Comparing with
SEC purified Agp1, the Ɛ of the λmin is in the same level with the peaks at 314 -320 nm.
The near blue region band of λmin in the difference spectra is in agreement with those of the
SEC purified Agp1. It implies the photoconversion though the Pfr spectrum is not as those
of the SEC purified Agp1.
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Figure 13 Normalized spectra and difference spectra (Pr-Pfr) of 2 µM of BV-Agp1 purified by AMS strategy.
Solid lines, dashed and dotted lines represent the curves following PrPfrPr’Pfr’ measurements; Dotted
lines: the difference spectra.

4.2.4 Extinction coefficient spectra of BV-Agp1
Figure 14 shows the extinction coefficient spectra of BV-Agp1 in Pr and absolute Pfr state
and free biliverdin. Butler’s model (Butler et al., 1964) was widely used on the
determination of Pfr population at photoequilibrium state presented by the symbol φ or
𝜆𝑖𝑛𝑐𝑖𝑑𝑒𝑛𝑡
[Pfr]∞
(Mailliet et al., 2011; Vierstra et al., 1983; Pratt, 1975). The experimental

value of φ of Agp1 was estimated to ≈ 0.88 under 647 nm in a previous study (Lamparter
et al., 2002), which suggests that there are around 88% of Pfr solution in the
photoequilibrium state. The absolute Pfr state spectrum, in another word the estimation
spectrum which assuming that the photoconversion from Pr to Pfr state completes, was
carried out correspondingly. The extinction coefficient spectrum (Figure 14) of absolute
Pfr state of Agp1 was carried out based on the method mentioned by Vierstra et al
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(Vierstra, et al., 1983), and the Ɛ value of Pfr were determined based on it. The method is
shortly described below. The A value of absolute Pfr was obtained by the 12% of Pr
subtracted from the experimental spectrum of the photoequilibrium state after red-light
irradiation, and the result values was multiplied by 1/0.88. The extinction coefficient of
absorption maxima in the relative wavelengths was determined based on the Ɛ280 of Agp1
and its relative ratio to the other bands (Table 3).

Figure 14 Extinction coefficient spectra of BV-Agp1 in Pr and Pfr states. Solid line: normalized spectra of
BV-Agp1of Pr and Pfr. Dashed and dotted line: normalized spectrum of free biliverdin in the same
background buffer. Dotted line: normalized difference spectrum of BV-Agp1.
Table 3 Extinction coefficient of absorption maxima of Agp1

Ɛ (mM-1cm-1 )
BV-Agp1

λ319,FR-R
3.569

λ391,R
33.53

λ411,FR
29.46

λ702,R
70.31

λ749,FR
41.71

4.2.5 Band Assignments
A near blue region absorption band at 314-320 nm is identified and assigned to tyrosine
absorption. The λmax appears at 314-317 nm for difference Pr-Pfr spectra of DrBphP(Figure
10 B,C) and at 319±1 nm for those of Agp1 (Figure 10 A,C) indicates an absorption band
rising in Pfr which hasn’t been addressed by any previous studies. Further analysis of PfrPr difference spectra (Figure 10) shows that the band curve is well shaped in both BphPs
(Agp1 and DrBphP) at Pfr state. The 314-320 nm band is assigned to a red shifted π  π*
E absorption combining n  π* B (benzenoid) absorption which is contributed by an
tyrosine absorption near the chromophore. It is caused by the transition of the increased
electron lone pairs of oxygen atom of phenolic hydroxyl group because of the forming of
hydrogen bond of the hydroxyl group. The detailed mechanism is shown in Figure 15. The
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extinction coefficient of the band has been calculated (Table 3) based on Agp1 sample and
the Ɛ falls in the absorbance region 103 M-1cm-1 of which the tyrosyl derivatives would
give (Edelhoch,1967). In protein, the band can be assigned to the conserved tyrosines
whose hydroxyl groups have strengthened hydrogen-bond interactions with carbonyl group
from rings of BV in Pfr state which will be further reasoned in the discussion.
Soret (B) band and Q band were assigned to the π-π* transition of electron dipole
movement of the porphyrin structured BV. The B and Q band of bilins arise from the
electron transition from highest occupied HOMO frontier orbital to lowest occupied
LUMO. The B band in UV-region is assigned to the transition of higher energy gap S0 
S2 and relatively lower energy gap Q band in the visible region are assigned to S0  S1.
With the conformational change of BV from Pr to Pfr state, the B band and Q band are red
shifted to the longer wavelengths with decreasing intensities, which is explained by the
elongation of the π-conjugation system of BV chromophore due to the ZZZssa to ZZEssa
chromophore geometry change (Rohmer et al., 2008).

Figure 15 Mechanism of Tyrosine absorption at Pfr state. The tyrosine absorption band was at 314 -320 nm
and gives the Ɛ of around 4.0×1000 M-1 cm-1 in this study. When the hydrogen bond of the phenonic
hydroxyl group of Tyr is formed, the electron lone pairs of the oxygen are increased. In phytochromes, the
elongated π congujation system of the chromophore (bilins) offers the chance to form hydrogen bonds with
neighboring tyrosines through either D ring carbonyl or B ring propionate side chain.
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5

Discussion

5.1 Protein expression and purification
Firstly, this experiment confirmed that through low temperature and long incubation time,
the targeted Agp1 protein is effectively expressed (Figure 4). In fact, a crucial parameter
of recombinant protein expression is the control of a low temperature. Literatures show
that a low temperature and long incubation time is essential for the high yield of targeted
Agp1 protein expression after the IPTG induction (Njimona and Lamparter, 2011; Njimona
et al., 2014; Rottwinkel et al., 2010). Reduced temperature improved the folding into
functional polypeptides for most protein, a qualitative observation was obtained from this
experiment that the reduction of temperature to 18 °C during cell growth enhanced the
yield of Agp1 protein compared with those which were cultured under 37 °C. The
phenomenon is not only confined to XL1_blue cells. A similar effect was observed in a
previous study of the E.Coli species DH5α (Hill et al., 1994).
Secondly, two strategies were applied to purify the Agp1 protein after the affinity
chromatography step. Though 50% of AMS precipitation was involved in previous Agp1
studies (Njimona and Lamparter, 2011; Njimona et al., 2014; Rottwinkel et al., 2010), this
study shows an improvement on protein purity by utilizing SEC as final step purification
(Figure 10 and Figure 13 ). Thus, the extinction coefficient spectra were constructed solely
on the SEC purified Agp1. In addition to its purification role, SEC has been widely used in
the research on phytochrome structure as a useful biochemical tool combining with other
technique. For example, a previous SEC combining online light scattering analysis (SECSLS) confirms the molar weight of DrBphP (Takala et al., 2014) which offers a reference
for the determination of the dimeric protein elution point of Agp1 in the study as it has
been mentioned in the result section.

5.2 UV spectra evaluation
The UV spectral properties of Agp1 of different concentrations are evaluated and
compared with those of literatures and the spectral characteristics of DrBphP. The spectra
of Agp1 purified by AMS-affinity chromatography-SEC strategy show same values of
λmaxs of Q bands of Pr and Pfr as those of the previous study (Karniol and Vierstra, 2003).
The extinction coefficient spectra show typical dimeric Agp1 characteristics. UV-vis
Spectrum of DrBphP of Pfr shows A750/A700 value at 1.02 which can be a result of the
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oligomers in the protein sample. The assumption was based on the previous study which
shows that the oligomers has A750/A700 values range from 0.8 -1.0, while the dimers’ is
at 1.22 (Takala et al., 2015).
The spectra of Agp1 from AMS strategy still remain some characteristics of those of free
BV. It may due to the small amount of free BV left in the solution as a result of AMS
purification strategy. Since the last purification step was by ammonium sulfate
precipitation, there is Mn2+ left in the solution which may causes the chelation of the free
BV as the chelator and the metal ion Mn2+.
The comparing of the B band and Q band for BV-Agp1 and BV-DrBphP gives some clues
on the difference of chromophore-protein interaction between the two proteins. Though,
many effects can cause the parameter shifts of UV absorption such as the change of pH,
the polarity of the environment, there is highly possibility absorption shifts came from the
difference of chromophore interaction with adjacent amino acids. The chromophore
binding domain is sealed by the hairpin structure from the PHY domain so that rarely
solvent could inter the structure. Thus, the change of the distribution of B and Q band of
DrBphP to Agp1 can be reasoned as a result of the variance of weak interactions and
spatial arrangement towards BV chromophores and the amino residues from proteins.

5.3 The Near blue band: Tyrosine absorption
The interesting near blue region band at 314-320 nm appearing at both Agp1 and DrBphP
spectra points to the absorption arise from tyrosine in the chromophore binding pocket at
Pfr state. On one hand, the assignment of the near blue region band was made based on the
λmax and Ɛ of Agp1 which have the characteristics of the tyrosine absorption. On the other
hand, literature evaluation of spectra of conserved tyrosine mutants gives evidences that
the appearing of the near blue band requires tyrosine, chromophore and the maintaining of
Pfr state of the chromophore.
A strong evidence comes from the UV-spectra of mutants Y216H which shows a
disappearing of the 314-320 nm near blue band in the presence of a normal like B band and
Q band in Pfr state (Wagner et al., 2008). In addition, mutant Y176H in Cph1
(correspondingly Y176 in DrBphP, Y163 in PaBphP) has been reported to has an
incomplete Pfr spectra which include the disappearing of the near blue region band and lost
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characteristic of Pfr Q band (Fischer et al., 2004). Another mutagenesis study shows both
mutant of Y176H and Y263H lose the normal photoequilibrium state characteristic after
red illumination (Wagner et al., 2008). The MAS NMR study proposed a strong hydrogen
bond between D ring carbonyl of PCB and a nearby tyrosine in Pfr state which causes the
forming of the elongated conjugation system of chromophore in Cph1(Rohmer et al.,
2010).
Here, the absorption band was assigned to arise from Y216 (numbered in DrBphP)
interacting with carbonyl group of B ring of BV and/or Y176 which form hydrogen bond
with C19 of chromophore D ring (Figure 17). Sequence alignment was made in 6 species
and possible tyrosine residues (Y176, Y198, Y203, Y263 in Cph1) that neighboring the D
ring of bilins were highlighted with green color, and Y216 near the B ring are marked with
red star (Figure 16). The result shows that only Y176 and Y263 (numbered in Cph1) are
conserved in all the species. Y198 of Cph1 has a substitution of phenylalanine in DrBphP
and Y203 was replaced by phenylalanine in both Agp1 and DrBphP. Both Agp1 and
DrBphP in the aligned sequence have the tyrosines at position 216, whereas a
phenylalanine was found in Cph1 (Figure 16). Though Y216 is not conserved in all
phytochromes e.g. Cph1, the 314-320 nm band still appears in wild type UV-spectrum at
Pfr state of Cph1 (Mailliet et al., 2011). It would be that, in addition to Y216, some species
such as Cph1 has the Y176 hydrogen-bonding to the D ring of bilins.
It has also been addressed that Y176 and Y263 are both important in the maintaining of
chromophore in Pfr state. A closer investigation into the structure revealing that side chain
of Y176 in a β sheet forwarding the chromophore pocket is adjacent the ring D of the
chromophore (Figure 17 B). Even though the MAS NMR study suggests the interaction of
D ring carbonyl C19 to Y263 according to the PaBph3 crystal structure(Rohmer et al.,
2010), high resolution crystal structure of BV-DrBphP shows rarely the chance of Y263
binding to D ring of the chromophore(Burgie et al., 2014). Moreover, a previous
mutagenesis study shows that the importance of Y263 to the completion of spectral
property of Pfr state is due to its aromatic characteristic rather than the hydroxyl group
(Mailliet et al., 2011). According to the above evaluation, it is most likely that Y176 has its
hydroxyl group bonding the carbonyl group of D-ring than Y263 (Figure 16, A).
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Other clue comes from PHY domain and some conserved amino acids which stabilize the
Pfr state of the chromophore. The similar spectral property of the near blue region were
shown in Agp1-M15 which is comparable to CBD-PHY structure in DrBphP, while in
PLD_GAF sample which equals CBD the near blue region characteristic was lost (Noack
et al., 2007). Another study supports that the spectral changes happens when PHY domain
is involved (von Stetten et al., 2007). Moreover, mutation in D197 and H250 in Agp1 also
results in incomplete photoconversion spectra of Agp1. Mutants in D207, H260 in DrBphP
which is comparable to D197 and H250 in DrBphP also show similar results (Wagner et
al., 2008). It indicates the maintaining of the elongated conjugation system of chromophore
at Pfr state which contributes to the completion of Pfr spectrum requires the involvement
of other crucial amino acids as well as PHY domain.

Figure 16 Sequence alignment of phytochrome from 6 species. Cph1, DrBphP, PaBphP3, RpBphP2,
RpBphP3 sequences was from PDB: 2VEA, 4O01, 3NHQ, 4R6L,4R70. Agp1 sequence was from genebank:
AAT99575.1.Green background: DIP motif and possible tyrosines near chromophore D ring. Red star:
amino acids at position 216 (numbered by Cph1) near chromophore B ring.
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Figure 17 Chromophore binding pocket in Pfr state. A Crucial amino acids in maintaining Pfr state
chromophore. Modified based on PaBphP3(PDB:3NHQ). B Crystal structure of Chromophore and assigned
Tyrosines(Y216, Y176) in dark (PDB:4O0P) and illuminated DrBphP (PDB:4O01).

Based on the knowledge above, a more informative picture has been formed of the
chromophore binding pocket of BphPs at Pfr state. A stabilized Pfr state needs the
protonation in N21, N22, N23, N24 and C19 in order to form an elongated π conjugation
system in ZZEssa form in which pyrrole water, D207 and Y176 were involved. With
instrumental amino acids H260 which function as an axial ligand, H290 which form
hydrogen bond with propionate side chain of ring-C, and hydrogen interaction of Y216
with propionate side chain of B-ring as well as the important aromatic characteristic of
Y263, the chromophore is cradled in Pfr state in a tensed conformation as it is illustrated
by Figure 17 A.

5.4 Tyrosine as a signaling amino acid
Tyrosine plays an important role in signaling transduction in the organic system. For
example, a receptor tyrosine kinase function as a receiver of phosphate group by the
phosphorylation of the hydroxyl group or act as an electron donor by deprotonation of the
phenolic hydroxyl group in photosynthesis system. It may be that through a similar
mechanism tyrosines serve as signaling amino acids in the phytochrome family. From the
energy transfer perspective, the tyrosine serving as a signaling amino acid is easier to be
understood. The energy from photon is converted to electronic energy during the red light
illumination of chromophore at Pr state. The energy is used to overcome the barrier of π
conjugation system which has been caused by the protonation of D ring. Part of it can be
transferred through the hydrogen network to nearby amino acids such as the identified
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tyrosines. A study supports the assumption by showing that mutant of Y176H turns the
phytochrome into a strong red-emitting fluorophore (Fischer et al., 2004). It also shows
that the introduction of Y176H into plant phytochrome also leads to red fluorescent
phytochrome, and the conserved tyrosine (Y176 numbered in Cph1) is found in GAF
domain of all known phytochrome. In Pfr state, after the energy transfer, the chromophore
absorbs longer wavelengths light or through dark ambient environment to convert back to
Pr termal stable state. The energy change appears as the structural change of the
phytochrome through corresponding rearrangement of amino acids, motifs and secondary
structure, for example, the opening of the PHY domain. Later on, it triggers the
conformational change of the downstream HK domain. To further investigate the tyrosine
role in the signaling transduction of phytochrome, site-directed mutagenesis study can be
applied on the two identified Tyr216 and Tyr176. Through spectroscopic methods and
autophosphorylation assays, mutants affect the kinase activity of downstream HK domain
of DrBphP and Agp1 can be investigated. Further steps would be the examining of the
deinoxanthin level of DrBphP.
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Appendix I

Affinity Chromatogram of Agp1. Elution setting: 0% -100% of B buffer. The elution length is 50 ml,
flowrate 2 ml/min. Starting point of Elution: A280 < 0.01 (20 x CV of wash buffer run before elution)

Standard peaks of SEC. A. Protein aggregates (void peak); B. Thyroglobulin 670 000 Da; C. γ-globulin
158 000 Da. D. Ovalbumin 44 000 Da; E. Myoglobin 17 000 Da; F. VitaminB12 1350 Da. (Spectrum run by
Alli Liukkonen)

